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WELCOME TO 
CSONGRÁD, 

to one of the most beautiful towns 

of the Great Plain. We are inviting you 

to a short sightseeing walk. 

Now we are in the town centre, 

in Kossuth Square. The present-day 

centre of Csongrád started to 

form in the second half of the 

18th century. The character of the 

square was created in the 1930s 

thank to conscious town planning. 

The restoration of 2011 further 

strengthened the harmony of the 

buildings on the square – Town Hall, 

János Batsányi Secondary Grammar 

School, Nagyboldogasszony Church.



The Town Hall was built in 

1935-37 in a late folk secession style 

on the foundations of count Károlyi’s 

house. Its plans were made by 

Ferenc Csókási, urban chief architect, 

based on the ideas of Mayor János 

Piroska. The implementation was 

not outsourced either: from the 

construction to the interior furnishing 

of the council room – pulpit, table 

of the Chairman and presenters with 

chairs, and tile stoves – everything 

praises the work of local craftsmen 

and tradesmen. 
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TOWN HALL  
KOSSUTH SQUARE 7



The Kossuth Square is closed from 

eastward by the two-storey building 

of the János Batsányi Secondary 

Grammar School built in an imposing 

Hungarian secession style. 

The well-known architect of the era, 

Lajos Ybl designed the building, 

which was built as a school for boys 

in 1913-14. However, education could 

not be started in 1914, because the 

First World War broke out, and 

the Red Cross Association used the 

building as a military hospital. 

Education started in 1920 and in the 

same school year, it already had its 

first grammar-school class, as the 

subsidiary of Secondary Grammar 

School of Szentes. The grammar 

school became independent in 1925. 

In front of the building we can see 

the boost of Lajos Kossuth 

made by Alajos Stróbl, which was 

erected in 1899 as the first 

non-religious statue of the town. 
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JÁNOS BATSÁNYI SECONDARY 
GRAMMAR SCHOOL  
KOSSUTH SQUARE 1



The equestrian statue is the work of 

Béla Tóth, a sculptor living in Csongrád. 

The statue was inaugurated on 

31 December 2001, in 

the last hour of the year of Millennia. 

We are passing patinous civic houses 

along the Gróf Andrássy Gyula Street 

on our way to the inner town. 

The peculiar fact that the inner 

town is situated not in the centre of 

Csongrád can be attributed to the 

Tisza, since the river embraced the 

former settlement in such a way that it 

could expand only to the west. 

This way, the development “outgrew” 

the inner town and the town centre 

was relocated too. 

The foundation stone of 

Nagyboldogasszony Church was 

placed in 1762. The church 

was built and completed gradually. 

It was sanctified in 1769 in honour of 

Virgin Mary. The building’s solemn 

appearance, the dynamism of the 

doorway and the interior furniture all 

bear the traces of the Baroque style. 

However, at the same time, Classicist 

features can be discovered in the 

ornamentation and in the arrangement 

of statues. Altogether, the church has 

a neoclassic baroque style. 

The Károlyi family’s carved cote of 

arms can be seen in the stone frame 

of the richly ornamented double-wing 

gate, showing that the patron of 

the church was the count 

Károlyi family of Nagykároly. 

Entering the church we can see 

the replica of the Assunta of Tiziano 

behind the high altar, depicting the 

Assumption of Virgin Mary. 

The Rieger-type organ dating back 

to 1910 can be found on the gallery, 

situated above the main entrance, and 

it still plays in a wonderful tune. 

The statue of King Stephen I can be 

seen in front of the Church. 
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NAGYBOLDOGASSZONY CHURCH  
(CHURCH OF THE BLESSED VIRGIN MARY) 
KOSSUTH SQUARE



At the “doorstep” of the old town-

centre greets us the yellow-painted, 

neat Baroque building of Saint 

Rókus Church hidden behind trees. 

We have arrived at the oldest part 

of Csongrád, at the birthplace 

of the town. The foundations and 

walls of the protected houses 

that can be found here are estimated 

to be around 200-300 years old. 

Based on the methods used for 

building them, we can see different 

types of adobe houses. Their roofs 

are covered with reed. The majority of 

these houses had board gable, 

the ornament of which was given by 

the water leading board, and the jaggy 

edge of its holder, by the shape of 

the small illuminating window, and by 

the ornamentation placed above it. 

The residents of the inner town were 

boatmen, shipwrights, fishermen, 

smallholders and navvies. Some of the 

houses still serve as homes, but the 

majority of them are available for rent, 

and a museum shows the everyday 

life of the former residents. Few such 

ensemble of buildings can be 

found in the country, and this one is 

the only folk architectural monument 

ensemble in the Great Plain.

Now let’s walk up to the Tisza dike. 

Standing on the embankment we must 

mention the navvies, who moved this 

enormous amount of soil out of which 

the dike was built by hand. The soil 

was carried here from the ditches by 

wheelbarrows.
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THE INNER TOWN 



In 1896, the landowners of Nagyrét 

bought part of the bridge becoming 

superfluous at Esztergom. 

It meant 5 so called bridge classes 

which were held on the surface of 

water by boats made of oak. 

The bridge was originally so wide 

that two cars could pass next 

to each other and there was still 

enough room for passers-by to walk. 

The bridge suffered significant damage 

in both the First and the Second World 

War. In 1919, the bridge was seriously 

damaged in the Romanian gunfire and 

it could only be rebuilt with one lane. 

This bridge was blown up in October 

1944. During its renewal the character 

of the wooden bridge changed, it was 

placed on military pontoons. 
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WOODEN BRIDGE 
THE WOODEN BRIDGE IS THE CONTINUATION OF THE ZSINÓR AND 
GŐZHAJÓ STREETS, AND IT CONNECTS CSONGRÁD WITH CSÉPA.



Let’s continue our walk back to the 

town centre either on the Tisza dike, or 

along any street leading to the town. 

I would like to call your attention to two 

statues hidden among the shady trees 

of the Park in Szentháromság Square 

neighbouring the Kossuth Square.
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The statue of János Marschalko 

was made in 1869 in memory of 

the survival of the plague epidemic. 

On top of the column that 

stands in the centre, we can see 

the  sculpture of the Holy Trinity. 

Nicely ornamented pedestals 

connect to the column from three 

sides, on which we can see 

three female figures that represent 

love, faith and hope.

If we look over to the other side of 

the park, we can see the building of 

the Culture Centre.
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HOLY TRINITY 
SCULPTURE
PARK IN SZENTHÁROMSÁG SQUARE

The work of sculptor Sándor 

Somogyi was erected in 1923. 

It commemorates the 

heroes of Csongrád who fell 

in the First World War. 

“The main figure of the statue is the 

sitting Hungária with the Hungarian 

crown on her head, as she is looking at 

the sky, asking the Almighty God 

to help the injured soldier.” 

(description from 

a contemporary article)

STATUE OF HEROES 
EASTERN PART OF PARK IN 
SZENTHÁROMSÁG SQUARE



The building of the Culture Centre 

originally was designated to a hotel 

called Magyar Király (Hungarian King). 

The Savings Bank of Csongrád 

had it in 1895 built. On the ground floor 

of the hotel, there were a café, 

a restaurant, and premises, 

while on the first floor a big theatre 

and ballroom, a casino, 

and guestrooms received guests. 

During the renovation of 1954-55, 

the building got a new function. 

It has been working as 

a Culture Centre ever since.

Going further along the Fő Street, 

we arrive at Hotel Erzsébet.
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CULTURE CENTRE  
SZENTHÁROMSÁG SQUARE 8



It is one of the most beautiful buildings 

in the Fő Street, bearing the traces of 

the architectural style dominant at the 

turn of the last century, the eclecticism, 

since the Hotel was built in 1906. 

When it was finished, the Hotel had 

the biggest dancing hall in town.

We finish our sightseeing walk 

at the park neighbouring the hotel.
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HOTEL ERZSÉBET  
FŐ STREET 3



The monument, which is a copper 

gate, with the names of the local 

victims of the Second World War 

on its opening wings, stand in the 

park in front of a stone-wall 

overgrown by ivy. Two copper angels 

hold the knoll above the names. 

We can see relieves recalling war 

scenes around the wings of the gate. 

Its inscription is a quotation from 

Miklós Radnóti (famous Hungarian 

poet): “The angel of great freedom 

guards our great dream in the night.” 

The monument is the work of 

three sculptors: Györgyi Lantos, 

István Máté and Béla Tóth. 

It was inaugurated in 1992.

We hope you liked our 

sightseeing tour. 

Thank you for your attention! 

Enjoy your stay in Csongrád 

and return soon, as our 

town always welcomes you!

MONUMENT OF THE VICTIMS OF 
THE SECOND WORLD WAR
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PARK IN DÓZSA GYÖRGY SQUARE
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László Tari Museum
H-6640 Csongrád, Iskola Street 2
+36-63/481-052
k2343@koznet.hu
Open:  Tuesday-Friday: 12 a.m.- 4 p.m.
            Saturday: 8-12 a.m.

House Museum
H-6640 Csongrád, Gyökér Street 1
+36-63/481-052
k2343@koznet.hu
Open:  1 May-31 October
            Tuesday-Sunday: 12 a.m.-4 p.m.

Local History Collection of István 
Széchenyi Primary School
H-6640 Csongrád, Széchenyi Street 29
+36-63/483-754
szechenyi60@csongrad.hu
www.szechenyi.csongrad.hu
It can be visited by appointment.

Csongrád Gallery
H-6640 Csongrád, 
Szentháromság Square 8
+36-63/483-414
csongradgaleria@gmail.com
kultur@csongrad.hu
Open: Monday-Friday: 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

Colony of Artists
H-6640 Csongrád, Tanya 833.
+36-63/483-351
mail@muvesztelep.com
www.muvesztelep.com

Tourinform Csongrád
H-6640 Csongrád, 
Szentháromság Square 8
+36-63/570-325
csongrad@tourinform.hu



www.csongrad.hu


